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Oxygen-Induced Symmetrization and Structural Coherency
in Fe=MgO=Fe�001�Magnetic Tunnel Junctions
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We present x-ray diffraction experiments and multiple-scattering calculations on the structure and
transport properties of a Fe=MgO=Fe�001�magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ). Coherent growth of the top Fe
electrode on the MgO spacer is observed only for Fe deposition in ambient oxygen atmosphere leading to
a coherent and symmetric MTJ structure characterized by FeO layers at both Fe=MgO interfaces. This
goes in parallel with calculations indicating large positive tunnel magnetoresistance (TMR) values in such
symmetric junctions. The results have important implications for achieving giant TMR values.
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Coherent tunneling in single-crystal magnetic tunnel
junctions (MTJ’s), where a monocrystalline oxide barrier
is sandwiched between ferromagnetic electrodes is the key
property to achieve tunnel magnetoresistance (TMR) val-
ues large enough for future high-density device applica-
tions [1–3].

Large TMR values, defined as �RAP � RP�=RP in terms
of the tunnel resistances for antiparallel (AP, RAP) and
parallel (P, RP) magnetizations of the electrodes, are
achieved if Bloch states of different symmetries decay at
different rates in the barrier. In the Fe=MgO=Fe MTJ,
tunneling in the P alignment is dominated by contributions
near ~kk � 0 through the slowly decaying �1 state in the
MgO spacer, leading to a small RP [4]. This mechanism is
not present for AP alignment, giving rise to a large RAP.
Consequently, TMR values up to several 1000% were
predicted theoretically on the basis of model structures
involving abrupt Fe-MgO interfaces [4,5].

Structural perfection across the interfaces is a prerequi-
site for coherent tunneling, and intense experimental and
theoretical studies were carried out to prepare optimized
junctions [4–10]. For the Fe=MgO=Fe�001� prototype sys-
tem, TMR values up to 250% were achieved [9].

The decisive role of the atomic structure on the transport
properties in Fe=MgO=Fe MTJ’s was proven in recent
studies on resonant tunneling through interface states in-
volving minority-channel conductance [7] and by observa-
tion of an asymmetric current-voltage characteristic
[6,8,9]. The latter was tentatively attributed to asymmetric
interface structures. The assumption of different interface
structures is doubly justified. First, the growth of Fe on
MgO is different from MgO growth on Fe due to the
different surface free energies of MgO (1:1 J=m2) and Fe
(2:9 J=m2). Layer-by-layer growth is favored for MgO on
Fe but not vice versa [11,12]. Second, experimental evi-
dence by surface x-ray diffraction (SXRD) was given for
an FeO interface layer between the Fe(001) bottom elec-
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trode and the MgO barrier [13]. Recent calculations have
shown that the FeO interface layer reduces the TMR by
reducing the coupling of the �1 state in the MgO spacer to
the Fe electronic Bloch states [10].

Despite strong evidence for the key role played by the
geometric structure on the TMR, no crystallographic
analysis of a complete MTJ structure as well as its depen-
dence on the preparation conditions has been carried out
thus far. SXRD experiments measuring the intensity dis-
tribution along the integer order crystal truncation rods
(CTR’s) of the Fe(001) substrate not only probe the inter-
face structure but are sensitive to the registry of subse-
quently deposited layers with respect to the substrate
electrode. To this end we have applied SXRD to study
differently prepared Fe=MgO=Fe�001� MTJ’s.

The samples were prepared as follows: First, a two
monolayer (ML) thick MgO film was deposited at a rate
of F � 0:125 ML=min from a polycrystalline MgO rod
heated by electron bombardment under ultrahigh vacuum
(UHV) conditions (base pressure 10�10 mbar) on the clean
Fe(001) single-crystal surface ([ � 7 mm). This was fol-
lowed by deposition (F � 0:25 ML=min) of an 8 ML
thick Fe film using molecular beam epitaxy (here and in
the following we define the coverage of 1 ML as one
adatom per substrate atom, i.e., 1:21� 1015 atoms=cm2).

For the top Fe layer deposition, two kinds of prepara-
tions were used. In the first, the upper Fe film was depos-
ited under UHV conditions. In the second, Fe deposition
was carried out under 10�7 mbar ambient oxygen pressure
up to 0.5 ML coverage. At this point the oxygen exposure
was stopped and Fe deposition was continued under UHV
conditions. In the following we call the samples A for UHV
deposition and B for oxygen-assisted deposition.

SXRD measurements were carried out in situ at the
beam line BM32 of the European Synchrotron Radiation
Facility (ESRF) using a UHV diffractometer. Integrated
x-ray intensities were collected at grazing incidence of the
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incoming beam (� � 0:68 �A) along four symmetry inde-
pendent [(10), (11), (20), and (21)] CTR’s by rotating the
sample about its surface normal [14]. The CTR’s arise due
to truncation of the crystal. Therefore, the reciprocal space
coordinate (‘ � qz=c � ) along the surface normal is a
continuous parameter [15]. The parameters qz and c�
represent the momentum transfer normal to the surface
and the reciprocal lattice unit (rlu) of the iron crystal,
respectively.

Figure 1 shows the structure factor amplitudes (jFj)
measured up to qz � 2:3 rlu, equivalent to qz �
3:53 �A�1. They were derived after correcting the inte-
grated intensities for geometric factors [14]. Circles and
triangles represent data points collected for samples A
(upper curves) and B (lower curves), respectively.
Standard deviations (�) represented by error bars were
derived from the counting statistics and the reproducibility
of symmetry equivalent reflections [16]. In general, these
were found to be in the 7% range.

As compared to the CTR’s of sample A, those of
sample B are considerably more structured. This directly
shows that more layers contribute to the total scattering
amplitude in the latter case. The quantitative analysis was
carried out by least-squares refinement of the jFj’s calcu-
lated for a model structure to the measured ones. Because
of the p4mm site symmetry of the atomic positions within
the surface unit cell [�x; y� either at (0, 0) or �1=2; 1=2�]
only the z position and site occupancy needs to be varied in
each layer. Complete Fe and MgO layers are described by
one Fe as well as by one Mg and O atom within the surface
unit cell, respectively. Occupancy factors less than 1.0
FIG. 1. Measured (symbols) and calculated (lines) distribution
of the structure factor amplitude (jFj) along the (10), (11), (20),
and (21) CTR’s. Circles and triangles represent data collected for
sample A (UHV deposition of top Fe electrode) and B (oxygen-
assisted deposition), respectively. Curves are shifted vertically
for clarity.
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represent incomplete layers. In addition to the MgO and
the top Fe electrode layers, also the two uppermost sub-
strate Fe layers were included in the refinement. Taking
account of deeper layers did not improve the fits.

Solid lines in Fig. 1 represent the best fits according to
the structure models discussed below. Direct eye inspec-
tion indicates that all details of the experimental curves are
almost perfectly reproduced. This is expressed by the un-
weighted residual (Ru) in the 5%–10% range, which for
SXRD studies and the complexity of the samples is an
excellent value [16].

Figure 2 compares the layer-resolved composition for
samples A (a) and B (b). The lengths of the bars represent
the concentrations of the different species Fe (dark gray or
blue), Mg (light gray or yellow), and O (hatched areas) in
each layer. The composition of each metal and oxide layer
is given by the labels on the left (in brackets), where the
subscripts indicate the fractional occupancy of the respec-
tive phases.

In agreement with previous results [13], for both
samples a substoichiometric oxygen layer (FeOx, x �
0:5–0:6) at the lower Fe=MgO interface is found (the error
bar for the concentration determination is about 10%).
MgO grows in a layer-by-layer mode on Fe(001). We
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FIG. 2 (color online). Concentration profiles for sample A (a)
and B (b) obtained by SXRD. Blue (dark gray) and yellow (light
gray) bars represent Fe and Mg, respectively. Superimposed
hatched areas represent oxygen. Labels on the left indicate the
layer compositions, in which fractional occupancies in percent of
a ML are given by subscripts to square brackets.
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FIG. 3 (color). Model of the interface structure in sample B.
Blue balls represent Fe atoms, and red and yellow balls O and
Mg atoms, respectively. Distances are given in angstrom units.
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find a total coverage of 2.3 ML MgO for both samples due
to some overdosing.

Significant differences between samples A and B exist
for the subsequently grown parts of the MTJ. Most impor-
tantly, for sample A, although 7.8 ML were deposited as
confirmed by Auger electron spectroscopy, only 0.95 ML
Fe contribute to the SXRD signal. It is concluded that the
remaining Fe (6.7 ML) is not in registry with the under-
lying crystal lattice. Additional evidence for disordered Fe
comes from an increased background level in low energy
electron diffraction patterns. In contrast, for sample B, all
the deposited Fe contributes to the SXRD data, indicating a
high degree of structural order throughout the whole MTJ.
Layer-by layer growth is perfect for the first 5 Fe layers,
but subsequently deposited layers are not complete, indi-
cating a tendency to form three-dimensional islands [see
Fig. 2(b)].

Coherent growth of the upper Fe electrode in B is
attributed to the formation of an FeOx interface layer
between the MgO spacer and the Fe layer. For sample A
we find above the two complete MgO layers 30% of a ML
of MgO (from overdosing) and only 30% of a ML of FeOx

(x � 0:7). In contrast, for B FeOx fills this layer completely
(70% of a ML).

It should be noted that even in the absence of oxygen
supply (A) some Fe is oxidized at the interface. One may
speculate that the amount of oxygen necessary for Fe
oxidation comes from deposited MgO, but within an un-
certainty of 10% there is no evidence for any deviation
from the Mg:O � 1:1 stoichiometry throughout the layers.
One possibility could be that upon Fe deposition MgO
might be reduced, thereby ‘‘consuming’’ some parts of
the MgO layer. Support for the relation between Fe oxida-
tion and MgO comes from the observation that also a minor
part of second layer Fe is oxidized as indicated by the
labels FeO0:25 in Fig. 2(a) and FeO0:30 in Fig. 2(b), possibly
by contact with the (overdosed) MgO islands in the layer
beneath. Although the verification of this model requires
further studies, in summary we have evidence that a partial
oxidation of the top Fe electrode takes place also in the
absence of oxygen supply.

In a thermodynamic description, layer-by-layer growth
of Fe is understood in terms of an FeOx induced modifi-
cation of the interface contribution to the free energy. The
interface energy contains the specific chemical interaction
between film and substrate. Introduction of the FeOx inter-
face layer reduces the interface energy leading to complete
wetting of the surface. For details we refer to Ref. [17].

A crystallographic view of the interface structure in
sample B is shown in Fig. 3. Blue balls represent Fe atoms,
and Mg and O atoms are represented by yellow and red
balls, respectively. Interlayer distances given in Å are
indicated on the left (error bar � 0:05 �A). Interfacial O
atoms are randomly distributed within the FeOx layer,
since no superstructure is observed. There is an enhanced
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interlayer spacing between the FeOx and the adjacent Fe
layers (1.68 and 1.77 Å), corresponding to 18% and 23%
expansion relative to the Fe bulk spacing (1.43 Å).
Expansions are rapidly damped away from the interface
and only the second interlayer distance is expanded (1.48
and 1.57 Å). There is some rumpling within the FeOx
layers, where the O atoms are located 0.12 Å above (bot-
tom interface) and 0.26 Å below (top interface) the Fe
position. Because of the lateral 3.7% compression of the
MgO layer to adapt to the Fe lattice (bulk lattice constant:
4.21 Å versus 4.05 Å for Fe), the MgO layers are tetrago-
nally expanded; however, the determined value of 14% is
larger than expected by continuum elasticity theory (2.5%),
possibly due to the interaction with the FeOx interface.

Oxygen-assisted growth of a coherent MTJ is directly
related to the presence of a symmetric interface character-
ized by complete and coherent FeOx layers. The lack of
registry of the top Fe electrode in sample A has consid-
erable impact on the propagation of the scattering channels
(Bloch states) from the MgO spacer into the Fe electrode
since coherent tunneling in which the parallel momentum
( ~kk) is conserved is less probable. This might explain
significant differences between the TMR values derived
from theory (always coherent structures) and the experi-
mental ones.

Former theoretical studies for Fe=MgO=Fe indicated a
strong sensitivity of the TMR on structural parameters.
They show further that the conductance depends strongly
on the symmetry of the involved electronic states (Bloch
states in the electrodes and evanescent states in the barrier).
Oxidation of one of the interface Fe layers leads to a
considerable reduction of the conductances [10,18]. In
the present theoretical investigation, we focus on effects
of the symmetrization of Fe=MgO=Fe�001� interfaces on
the TMR, with regard to the present experiment.

To study the impact of the MTJ structure on the TMR,
first-principles Kohn-Korringa-Rostoker calculations of
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FIG. 4 (color online). Calculated normalized TMR values
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 for symmetric Fe=FeO=MgO=
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the electronic structure and of the conductance were per-
formed. Calculations for all barrier configurations were
performed self-consistently within the atomic sphere ap-
proximation, using the local spin-density approximation
with the Perdew-Wang [19] exchange-correlation poten-
tial. The self-consistent potentials were subsequently used
in the calculations of the ballistic conductance within
Landauer-Büttiker theory [20], following the approach
reported in Refs. [4,21]. Since the conductance is very
sensitive to the ~kk integration, 40 000 ~kk points were used
in the full two-dimensional Brillouin zone. According to
scattering boundary conditions, semi-infinite Fe leads were
taken.

Two model systems were assumed, which are charac-
terized by one (Fe=FeO=MgO=Fe, asymmetric MTJ) and
two (Fe=FeO=MgO=FeO=Fe, symmetric MTJ) FeO inter-
faces, respectively. The geometry was adopted from the
experiment, but stoichiometric FeOx layers (x � 1) were
assumed. Since the effect of the interface structure is
expected to be larger for thin than for thick MgO barriers,
their thickness was varied from 2 to 8 ML.

Figure 4 shows the normalized TMR for both model
structures versus MgO spacer thickness. Values in brackets
are TMR values according to the often used ‘‘optimistic’’
TMR definition (see introduction). The most striking result
is that the sign of the TMR depends on the symmetry of the
structure: the symmetric structure results in a large positive
TMR, which increases with MgO thickness. In contrast,
the TMR is negative for the asymmetric structures, a find-
ing in agreement with recent work [10]. Its magnitude
oscillates with increasing MgO thickness, and a small
positive TMR is obtained for 8 ML MgO. The difference
in behavior is explained by interface resonance states
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induced by the FeOx layer, which in the case of a sym-
metric MTJ are present on both sides of the spacer. This
leads to a strong enhancement of the (P) conductance
through these states (‘‘hot spots’’). Absence of one FeOx
layer as in the asymmetric case reduces the density of
states of the interface resonances and consequently results
in less efficient tunneling.

In summary, we have presented a joint structural and
theoretical study on the Fe=MgO=Fe�001�MTJ. The struc-
ture analysis indicates a strong dependence of the interface
and layer composition on the deposition conditions.
Oxygen-assisted symmetrization of the tunnel junction
involving two FeO interface layers leads to a fully coherent
MTJ, a prerequisite for giant TMR values required for
technological applications.
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